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How To Hire Analytical Workers: 10 Traits To Seek

Companies competing on data need the right skill sets and mindsets in place to succeed over the long
term. While more individuals are analyzing data as part of their jobs, their ability to do so varies

greatly, even among peers. We've identified 10 key traits of an analytical mind, and explain what to
look for in your next hire and what skills to cultivate in your own career.
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They Resemble Spock
UCLA professor Vwani Roychowdhury thinks the analytical mind is actually composed of five "minds" or traits:

1. The logical mind, which believes in and cultivates the principles of logic.
2. The persistent and observant mind, which stays alert, perseveres, and stays motivated until the logical mind

figures things out.
3. The predictive mind, which organizes evidence and data into patterns and can parse the different situations

in which a system or environment behaves differently.
4. The strategizing mind, which assimilates and processes the first three minds to create a cognitive model

and understanding of the processes and factors that generate the observed data and evidence.
5. The open mind, which acknowledges that all of models of understanding reality are deficient and most

likely to be proven wrong under certain conditions.

According to his theory, the person who possesses a medium level of the first three traits has a good grasp of a
situation. The real distinction comes from the fourth trait, which enables one to create a good model of what's
driving what one observes -- the potential causal factors and determinants -- and what would happen if things
were set up differently.

"I would want a person who wants to be analytical to be constantly hungry and motivated to figure things out,
and not stop until things make sense," said Roychowdhury. "I would always look for the last trait, where one is
forced to change one's assumptions because of new evidence."

(Image: Chraecker via Pixabay)
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The discerning nature of Millennials challenges
every company as they occupy an even larger
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LisaMorgan,
User Rank: Moderator
8/5/2016 | 4:39:52 PM

Re: Analytics 
I think it's a shame when people WANT to use data and analytics in innovative ways, but they're discouraged

from doing so.  This is becoming less of a problem over time, however, egos and corporate cultures are
difficult to change.
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shamika,
User Rank: Ninja

7/31/2016 | 11:00:41 AM

Re: Analytics 
Well on the other hand they need to be innovative too. This will help them to represent data in a more

meaningful way by having dashboards and etc.
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User Rank: Ninja
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Analytics 
Attention to detail is an important aspect for an analyst. This skill will help them to slice and dice data better

and provide meaningful information.
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6 Tools to Protect Big Data
Most IT teams have their conventional databases covered in terms of security and business continuity. But as
we enter the era of big data, Hadoop, and NoSQL, protection schemes need to evolve. In fact, big data could

drive the next big security strategy shift.
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The issues surrounding data privacy and
security, as illustrated by the Snowden
incident, highlight why there is still work to …

Cyberthreats Are Real, Costly, and Deceptive
A new All Analytics infographic and a SAS E-
book highlight the scale of cyberthreats, and
just why you might need security analytics t…
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Analytics training can't be just about how to
use tools, but why business leaders need to
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A PwC survey highlights the confusion and
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